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	untitled1: Suggested behavior based on the podcast: E2 Addressing work-family conflict with Kelly Chandler
	untitled2: Able, as a supervisor, to support my employees to show up to work as a whole person.
	untitled3: I will track how often I ask about my employee's about their personal life, I will send a weekly email with a personalized message, I will schedule it ahead of time.
	untitled4: Every Monday morning I will check in with my employees about their weekend and share a little about my weekend. Will ask if they need any additional help this week.
	untitled5: Email, if they do not respond to the email I will follow up with a phone call or in person check in.
	untitled6: All my employees, I will create a database of their family member names, interests, etc. I will then be able to generate personalized emails without having to remember the details each time.
	untitled7: Email will be automatic, need to allocate time to responding, or following up by phone. I will allocate 2 hours to this every Monday.
	untitled8: Once per week, but consider once per month.
	untitled9: I will send the emails for 1-2 months as a test of my process. I will consider if weekly is too much and maybe split employees into different weeks, so that weekly # is less, with at least monthly email to all.
	untitled10: I will send myself an automatic calendar reminder on Fridays to create emails and schedule them to go out on Monday morning.
	untitled11: I am traveling and don't have time to send or respond to the emails. I will have to get ask each employee more about their lives, in person to start the database, this will take time.
	untitled12: I will tell my manager that I am trying a new system to connect me better with my team. I will report back to them at the end of the 2 month trial. I will ask my employees for feedback too.
	untitled13: Along with the personal information database, I will track whether I responded each week in a calendar in the database. If split employees across weeks, will need to schedule using calendar.
	untitled14: The more I understand my employees lives, the more I will be able to meet their needs and help them become more independent. Connecting is one of my values so I will enjoy this process.
	untitled15: I will tell my manager that setting up this new process and gathering information will take some time. I will ask to delegate some of my tasks. Others in the company may be able to benefit from this process in future. If I am traveling I will adjust the schedule to be available to respond.
	untitled16: I will need help setting up the database and finding software to make the process more automatic. I will ask my assistant for help with this, and ask HR if they have any resources or ideas.
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